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Center for Global & Strategic Studies
Islamabad
IN-HOUSE DISCUSSION REPORT
Pakistan-India Relations under Modi Doctrine
On 15th August 2018, an in-house discussion was held at the CGSS, Islamabad. The core agenda
of the discussion was based on the analysis regarding the current strained relations between India
and Pakistan in the presence of hardline government led by Narendra Modi. The participants
deliberated on the topic and presented their viewpoints on the prevailing situation and pin point
the policies and recommendations to improve ties with India, particularly resolving the sticking
issue of Jammu and Kashmir. Furthermore, the panel also gave series of policy recommendations
which may need diligent consideration in order to overcome various impediments to Pakistan.
The event was chaired by Lieutenant General Naeem Khalid Lodhi HI(M) (Retd) - Member
Advisory Board CGSS attended by the following dignitaries:


Maj General Khalid Amir Jaffery, HI(M), (Retd) - President CGSS



Lieutenant General Naeem Khalid Lodhi HI(M) (Retd) - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Mr.Ashfaq Ahmad Gondal - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Ambassador Amjad Majid Abbasi - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Brigadier Akhtar Nawaz Janjua - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Mr. Khalid Rahim- Member Advisory Board CGSS



Ambassador Zamir Akram – Former Ambassador



Brigadier Akhtar Nawaz Janjua (Retd) - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Mr. Tauqeer Ahmad - Member Advisory Board CGSS



Lt Col Khalid Taimur – Director Operations



Barrister Babur Sohail – Vice President CGSS



Mr. Ghulam Akbar – Member Advisory Board CGSS



Ambassador Abdul Basit – Former High Commissioner from Pakistan in India

Ambassador Zamir Akram – Former Ambassador


There is a minimum possibility of normalization of ties with
India in the near future because India did not accept the
creation of Pakistan



India wants to be hegemonic and a great power because it
perceives itself as the Legatee of British India



India has issues with all its neighbors.



As Modi is in power, there seems an absence of any credible opposition hence the rhetoric
against Pakistan strategy will increase



We have to evolve strategies to manage crisis with India so that it does not cross certain
thresholds



Furthermore, minor confidence building measures can be adopted to ease the tensions



The US is assisting India in military and diplomatic domain. So to counter these challenges,
cooperation with China is important.



Modi led India is trying to drive a wedge between Pakistan and Kashmiri (people to people
contact)



On the issue of Sir Creek and Siachen there have been considerable progress and the
contention merely on two modalities:
a.

Where will troops redeploy?

b.

How we will monitor this? (India scrapped)

Ambassador Abdul Basit – Former High Commissioner from Pakistan in India


Ambassador Abdul Basit was of the view that Siachen and Sir
Creek are two different issues but generally people consider
them complementary.



India’s attitude in negotiations is “all take” if we consider the
recent past. On the issue of Kashmir, India is procrastinating in
order to avoid addressing the core problem.



It is pertinent to mention that Pakistan must not magnify India’s insignificant gestures such
as phone calls to our leaders. Cosmetic gestures have no meaning as India is not interested
in dialogue to resolve the issues peacefully.



Modi led regime is actively working to isolate Pakistan. The sabotaging of SAARC
conference is a glaring example.



The incumbent PM of Pakistan must project the Kashmir issue which was put in the
backburner for some time by the government.



Special envoy on Kashmir must be announced to undertake the responsibility of
highlighting the issue on the national and international forums.



Foreign office should be made as a proactive stake holder in foreign policies and due
weightage must be extended.

Major General Khalid Amir Jaffery, HI(M), (Retd) - President CGSS


General Jaffrey stated that India is deliberately creating a
wedge between Pakistan Army and its people but failed
miserably as people of Pakistan trust its citizens.



He said that India’s leaders and Generals have overtly
expressed its desire to break Pakistan intomanageable units.

Mr. Ghulam Akbar


India has a Pakistan policy but we do not have an India policy



Kashmir issue is not only 10 million



Mr. Ghulam Akbar expressed his displeasure over the absence of
Pakistan’s India policy, whereas India does have a Pakistan policy.



He said that Kashmir is not merely a piece of land to Pakistan but the
aspirations of its 10 million Muslim residents are attached to it.

Mr. Babur Sohail – Vice President CGSS


Mr. Babur Sohail was of the opinion that water issue is an important
factor which could determine the future course Of Pakistan-India
relations and has equal importance along with the core issues.



He believes the water issues could aggravate and create
misunderstanding among the nuclear armed neighbors



Furthermore, China and Afghanistan contains the 13 percent of Indus
water resources but both countries are not signatory to the agreement.
This aspect needs conscious attention from the concerned authorities as to what will be
their attitude regarding such matters in future.

Ambassador Amjad Majid Abbasi - Member Advisory Board CGSS


Ambassador Abbassi emphasized the historical context of
India’s hardline mindset by connecting the dots with Chankya
and Kautaliya doctrines of engaging its enemies. The ideology
also considers all its neighbors as hostile enemies. The current
leadership has Hindu hardline RashtriyaSanghSevak (RSS)
traces, therefore, it is highly unrealistic to pin hopes from
religiously motivated hardline leadership in India to enhance
ties. However, Pakistan must never stop trying but be realistic.

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmad Gondal - Member Advisory Board CGSS


Mr. Ashfaq Gondal reiterated the notion that Pakistan must evolve
its India policy to remove confusions. In addition media policy in
connection to India must be chalked out because it is the age of
perception management.



He was of the view that thereshould become a type of working
relationship because we cannot live isolated; neighbors are
permanent and cannot be changed.



Pragmatic policies for conflict prevention and efficient management must be chalked out.

Mr. Khalid Rahim- Member Advisory Board CGSS


Mr. Khalid Rahim suggested to establish a dedicated think tank
which inculcates all facets of culture and soft side of Pakistan to
project Pakistan positively in to the wider world.

Brigadier Akhtar Nawaz Janjua, (Retd) - Member Advisory Board CGSS


Brigadier Janjua agreed to the participant’s views while adding that
prime focus must shift from our adversary to our internal problems
and introspect within ourselves that where we have the wrong
policies and what steps must be undertaken not to repeat them in
the future.



A strong Pakistan is more likely to entice India towards meaningful
dialogue.



He agree to the notion that formal framework or channels of
dialogue must not be broken even if it’s on lower level. There must be some form of
working relationship.

Mr. Tauqeer- Member Advisory Board CGSS


Mr. Tauqir Ahmad was of the view that Pakistan’s defensive
approach is deemed as a weakness by its adversary India and hence
it must evolve a calculated and measured offensive strategy.

Conclusion
The in-house discussion concluded with the following points in principle:
a) Pakistan must evolve an India strategy
b) Although talks were not as successful but the framework of negotiations must continue as
use of force is counterproductive since both countries possess nuclear arms
c) Engagement with India must be on equal terms
d) Cultural ingression must be tackled in a smart way by managing.
e) Jammu Kashmir issue must be highlighted on international forums
Lieutenant General Naeem Khalid Lodhi, HI(M), (Retd), concluded the inhouse discussion by expressing his regards to the participants for taking their
time out. Furthermore, he expressed his hope that the suggested measures
will be shared with the particular quarters so that tangible steps can be
facilitated in this regards.

